Grammar 75 tossups
1. Give the second person plural pluperfect active indicative for the verb lavo
Laveratis
2. For the verb Malle give the 2nd person singular and plural imperatives
Don’t exist (this is true for malle and velle)
3. Give the 3rd person plural future perfect active indicative for the verb appropinquo
Appropinquaverint
4. Give the 1st person plural present passive indicative of the verb ludo
Ludimur
5. Recordor is a latin verb meaning to remember, what case does it govern. Accusative, it
is irregular
6.  For the verb iuvo iuvare give the 3rd person singular future perfect passive indicative
iuti erunt
7. For fio give the 2nd person singular present active indicative
Fis
8. Give the 2nd person plural present passive indicative for the verb accido
Does not exist
9. Give the latin verb and its meaning from which we derive ridiculous
Rideo Ridere To laugh
10.  Say in latin the good farmers will have wanted to go to the forum
Boni Agricolae voluerint ire ad forum
11. Give the latin word and its meaning from which we derive exaggerate
Agger heap
12. Translate the indirect object in the following sentence Give a gift to the king
Regi
13. Give the 2nd person plural present active indicative for malo malle
Mavultis
14. Differentiate in meaning between lego and rego
To read, to rule respectively
15. Give the latin word and its meaning from which we derive increase
Cresco
16. Differentiate in meaning between vinco & vivo.
Vinco is to conquer, vivo is to live
Identify the use of the Ablative case in this sentence:
Nobis hunc terrorem erripite
Separation
18. From what Latin verb, with what meaning, do we derive “Cloister” and “seclude?"
CLAUDO, CLOSE
19. For the verb audiō, give the 1st person singular, imperfect, active indicative
Audiebam
20. Change the phrase illud vulnus to the dative plural.
Illis Vulneribus
21. Translate Publius in this sentence, Do not sit there because that is Publius’ chair
Publii
22. Using the 3rd conjugation verb “fero,” say in Latin “We will have brought.”
Tulerimus

23. Unus, alter, uter, and solus are all irregular adjectives in what way
Ius in genitive singular, -i in dative singular
24. Give the 3rd person singular pluperfect active indicative for the verb rego
Rexerat
25. Differentiate in meaning between cresco and credo
To grow and to believe respectively
26. Translate the following sentence into latin, they wanted to stand in the atrium.
In atrio stare voluerunt
27. What type of genitive is shown in this sentence: Puer sedet in sella auri.
Genitive of  Material
28. Apropinquo, cedo, fido, haereo, and parco are 5 of the many verbs that are irregular in
what way?
They take the dative
29. Give the 2nd person singular future perfect active indicative for the verb lacrimo
Lacrimaveris
30. Translate into latin we had enough wine
Habuimus satis vini
31. Quid anglice significat? Iungo
To join
32. From what latin adjective with what meaning do we get the English word cecity
Caecus Blind
33. Say in latin I want to join you.
volo iungere tibi/te (Iungo can take either case)
34. Translate from latin to English the following sentence, a hoste dux interficitur
The leader is killed by the enemy
35. Based on its latin roots if architectural design was very fenestral what would that say
about the architecture.
It is related to windows
36. Translate the following sentence from latin to English Amor a meis amicis.
I am loved by my friends
37. Translate the following sentence from English to Latin We serve you
Servimus tibi (Servio takes the dative)
38. Give the third person plural perfect active indicative for the verb maneo
Manserunt
39. Quid anglice significat litus
Shore
40. What type of genitive is illustrated in the following sentence Meminerim anchisae
patriaeque.
Verbs of remembering and forgetting
41. Say in latin the bad apple prefers bad things
Malum malum mavult mala
42. Translate the dative in this sentence I gave a gift to you guys
Vobis
43. Perform the following command. Sta et monstra mihi tuam manum
Show me your hand

44. Using a fifth declension noun, translate things in the following sentence I want to give
you many things
Res
45. What popular T.V show would the Romans have called triginta saxa
30 Rock
46. Give the latin word and the English meaning from which we get the English word
derivative
Rivus meaning stream
47. Translate the following Latin sentence into English Multa animalia ambulaverunt in silva.
Many animals walked in the forest
48. In the sentence, I gave seeds to the bad farmer, who wasted them, translate: Bad farmer
Malo agricolae
49. Quid anglice significat, impetus
Attack
50. What type of ablative is shown in this sentence necavit puer gladio hostem
Means
51. What famous horror movie would have been called lucens
The shining
52. From what latin adjective with what meaning do we derive exacerbate
Acer sharp
53. Translate the following sentence from English to latin The Big cows saw the grass
Magnae vaccae viderunt herbam
54. Translate from Latin to English the following sentence, Puer sedet in gladio et laeditur
The boy sits on the sword and is hurt
55. Give the third person plural present passive indicative for the verb munio
Muniuntur
56. From what latin word with what meaning do we derive the following words Dress, erect,
and correct
Rego to rule
57. Quid anglice significat cingo
To surround
58. Differentiate in meaning between Creo, and credo
To create and to believe
59. Give the form of mortuus to complete the following sentence, Our love has died.
Mortuus est
60. Differentiate in meaning among audio, audeo, and ardeo
Listen, Dare, Burn
61. What derivative of eo means to return?
Redeo
62. What derivative of the latin word for bread is literally someone you break bread with?
Companion
64. Say in latin “You will go”
Ibis Ibitis
65. Translate from latin to English the following sentence videt silvam puer suo oculo
The boy sees the forest with his eye

66. G
 ive the first person plural future pluperfect passive indicative for the verb porto
Portati eramus
67. Quid anglice significat gigno
To beget
68. give a latin derivative from the adverb cras
Procrastinate
69. What type of ablative is illustrated here, laudatur a viro A
gent
70. Give the superlative of the latin adjective similis
Simillimus
71. Say in latin it is raining
Pluit
72. Give the 4 principle parts of the latin verb cogo
Cogo cogere coegi coactus
75. Give the 2nd person plural perfect active indicative for the verb gero
Gessistis

